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Abstract—We assess the accuracy and relevance of the numer-
ical algorithms based on the principles of geometrical optics (GO)
and physical optics (PO) in the analysis of reduced-size homoge-
neous dielectric lenses prone to behave as open resonators. As a
benchmark solution, we use the Muller boundary integral equa-
tions (MBIEs) discretized with trigonometric Galerkin scheme that
has guaranteed and fast convergence as well as controllable ac-
curacy. The lens cross-section is chosen typical for practical ap-
plications, namely an extended hemiellipse whose eccentricity sat-
isfies the GO focusing condition. The analysis concerns homoge-
neous lenses made of rexolite, fused quartz, and silicon with the size
varying between 3 and 20 wavelengths in free space. We consider
the 2-D case with both - and -polarized plane waves under
normal and oblique incidence, and compare characteristics of the
near fields.

Index Terms—Boundary integral equations (BIEs), dielectric
lens antennas, geometrical optics (GO), physical optics (PO).

I. INTRODUCTION

DIELECTRIC hemielliptic lens antennas have been widely
used in various applications across a wide range of frequen-

cies (e.g., see [1], [2], and references therein). Their design prin-
ciplesare suggestedbygeometricaloptics (GO),whichstates that
all the rays that impinge on the lens front interface in parallel to
its symmetry axis come together in the rear focal point provided
that the eccentricity equals to the inverse value of the refractive
index [3]. However, any finite-size lens has a focal spot (not a
point) whose size and shape vary with the lens size and mate-
rial, as well as with the angle of incidence and polarization of
the incident wave. Although all lenses are essentially high-fre-
quency devices, electrically small lenses are attractive due to re-
duced material losses and improved aperture efficiencies [4]. The
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exact knowledge of the focusing ability and field in focal domain
is very important for the design of lens-based sensors.

Among several approaches and techniques developed and ap-
plied for the lens antenna analysis, the most widely used are
those based on GO and physical optics (PO) [2]–[13]. The cor-
responding software is easy to implement, fast, and entails low
memory and time expenditures, which is a great merit in com-
parison to finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) [14] or IE [15]
tools.

Inthetransmittingmode,GO/POhasbeenappliedsuccessfully
for design of a number of lenses at millimeter (mm) waves. It has
been demonstrated that for low-index materials GO/PO design
provides a good agreement with measurements, even for electri-
cally small scatterers of complicated shapes [12]. In the receiving
mode, no intensive study on the GO/PO relevance for dielectric
lens analysis has been reported so far. Although this knowledge
is vital for multi-sensor focusing systems, it is still not clear if
GO/PO guarantees sufficient accuracy for the near-field analysis
of reduced-size lenses, i.e., those whose diameter is smaller than

( is the wavelength in free space), usually considered
as an approximate lower limit for the GO/PO methods.

The origins of inaccuracies in GO/PO are well known and re-
late to neglecting the lens and the field wavefront curvatures and
thus a failure to characterize internal resonances of dielectric ob-
jects [16]. As a result, the error entering the solution becomes
uncontrollable and can significantly affect the near and far field
patterns. Although several improvements have been recently in-
troduced to the GO/PO methods [11], their accuracy as to the
reduced-size lenses in the receiving mode remains question-
able. In contrast to this, the IE-based methods have guaranteed
and easily controlled accuracy for arbitrary parameters despite
greater programming efforts. This superiority makes them suit-
able for providing the benchmark numerical solutions, which
show that the resonances significantly affect the performance of
hemielliptic lenses made of dense materials [17].

The aim of the paper is to quantify the accuracy of GO/PO
approach in its conventional formulation in the receiving mode
regarding to the near-field analysis, determine its range of va-
lidity depending on polarization, size, material and angle of in-
cidence. To this end, we analyze the performance of hemielliptic
lensextendedwithaflatbottomandilluminatedwithaplanewave
(Fig. 1). We concentrate our analysis on the field inside the lens,
and try to find out if accounting for multiple internal reflections
guarantees sufficient accuracy of the GO/PO algorithm. The final
goal is toprovide theguidelines for the rangeofvalidityofGO/PO
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Fig. 1. Geometry and notations of an extended hemielliptic lens. Dotted lines
with arrows are for the first-order refracted rays.

for dielectric lens antenna analysis in the receiving mode. The
reference solution is obtained by using the numerical algorithm
based on the Muller boundary IEs (MBIEs) [18], [19].

The paper is organized as follows. After outlining the numer-
ical solution methods to be compared in Section II, we present
extensive numerical results in Section III. Conclusions are sum-
marized in Section IV.

II. OUTLINE OF THE SOLUTION METHODS

A. Geometrical and Physical Optics

A combination of the GO and PO principles is applied to
develop a two-step algorithm for the analysis of dielectric lens
antennas operating in the receiving mode: (i) a GO ray tracing is
used to compute the equivalent electromagnetic currents flowing
on the dielectric boundary of the lens and (ii) the near fields
are derived from the so-called PO formulation, based on the
Huygens-Kirchoff principle for the 2-D space.

The ray tracing procedure implies a decomposition of the
plane wave impinging on the lens interface in terms of elemen-
tary ray tubes. Then, the refraction and reflection coefficients are
computed with the Fresnel formulas at the intersection points of
the ray tubes with the lens boundary. The tubes propagate inside
the lens, and the contributions of multiple internal reflections
are calculated with the same procedure. Each refraction and re-
flection of a ray tube at the lens boundary generates equivalent
electric and magnetic currents that are integrated with the PO
formulas in order to compute the near-field pattern inside the
lens. More details can be found in [2].

The main advantages of this approach are four-fold: (i) sim-
plicity of formulation; (ii) very low computational cost; (iii) pos-
sibility of determining the influence of each individual internal
reflection order on the near-field pattern; and (iv) reasonable ac-
curacy for the large-size lenses.

The main drawback is the evident loss of accuracy for the
small-size lenses where the ray tracing is not applicable due to
the large curvature of the contour. The approximate nature of the
GO/PO technique does not enable one to derive any analytical
criterion of its accuracy. This is only possible via comparison
with exact numerical results obtained by a method possessing
controllable accuracy, such as IE-based ones.

Fig. 2. Percentage of the total power stored in all ray tubes after each reflection
in the lenses of Table I. (a) E-polarization, (b) H-polarization.

In general, when applying the GO/PO-based algorithm,
multiple reflections should be accounted for in the following
manner: a ray is assumed reflecting inside the lens until the
power contained in the associated tube becomes negligible,
namely below 1% of its initial value. The total power stored
in the ray tubes after a given number of reflections is the sum
of the powers remaining in each ray tube calculated with the
Poynting vector formula. The number of reflections necessary
to reach this level depends on the lens material and wave po-
larization. It does not usually exceed 6 for low-index materials
such as rexolite and quartz, whereas for high-index materials
such as silicon it can be several times larger, especially if a
high- internal resonance is excited (Fig. 2). As a reasonable
compromise, we suggest accounting for not more than the 10
first reflections in order to prevent accumulation of possible
errors entering the solution at each reflection.

B. The Muller Boundary IEs

The application of the second Green’s identity enables one to
represent the fields inside and outside a homogeneous dielectric
lens in terms of the so-called single- and double-layer potentials,
whose density functions are the field and its normal derivative
at the lens contour. Here, one has to assume that the contour has
continuous normal.

Application of the continuity of the tangential field compo-
nents across the lens contour leads to a set of the Fredholm
second kind IEs known as the MBIEs [18]. Then, for a contour
of the star-like shape (parameterizable with the polar angle),
a discretization scheme based on a Galerkin method with en-
tire-domain angular exponents (also known as trigonometric
polynomials) as basis functions can be applied to obtain an in-
finite-matrix equation with favorable features [19]. To speed up
the convergence rate of the algorithm, we also use the concept of
analytical regularization [20] in the treatment of integrable sin-
gularities in some of the kernel functions and their derivatives.
The remaining parts of the matrix and right-hand-part elements
are reduced to Fourier-expansion coefficients of the twice-con-
tinuous functions that can be economically computed with FFT
and DFFT algorithms.

The advantages of this algorithm that make it an efficient and
reliable tool for the analysis of dielectric lenses are as follows:
(i) controllable accuracy, i.e., possibility to minimize the com-
putational error to a predicted number of digits, determined by
DFFT, for an arbitrary set of the problem parameters (including
the lens electrical size, shape and material) by solving progres-
sively greater matrices; (ii) stability near and far from the sharp
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natural resonances, which is hard with conventional numerical
approximations; (iii) low memory and time requirements; and
(iv) absence of the false “numerical resonances” intrinsic to the
IEs methods using field representations in terms of either single-
or double-layer potentials [21]. More details of the algorithm
properties are available in [19].

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Small-Size Lens, Normal Incidence

In this section, we present the results of the near-field simu-
lations of extended hemielliptic lenses whose eccentricities and
flat bottom extensions are chosen to satisfy the GO focusing
condition. The selected materials are those most commonly used
for the lens antennas in the mm and sub-mm wavelength ranges,
namely rexolite , quartz , and silicon

. The size of the lens flat bottom varies between
and that is typical for practical applications [1].

The lenses are excited by a plane wave propagating along the
axis of symmetry. Both - (TM) and -polarizations (TE) are
considered.

In the simulations, the cross-sectional contour of the extended
hemielliptic lens is represented by a twice continuous curve that
consists of two parts, and , smoothly joined together at
the points marked with crosses (Fig. 1). Here, is a half of the
ellipse with eccentricity and is a half of so-called
“super-ellipse,” that is a rectangle with rounded corners [17],
[19].

It is not so obvious what quantity should be used as a figure
of merit for the lens focusing ability. We have introduced a vir-
tual aperture of the length ( , is the wavelength
in dielectric) placed inside the lens perpendicular to the axis of
symmetry at the distance from the lens bottom .
The integral intensity of the field at this aperture can be calcu-
lated as follows:

(1)

where or for - or -polarization, respectively,
and characterizes the efficiency of the focusing.

In order to visualize the near-fields inside the lens and assess
the accuracy of the GO/PO method, the near-field maps have
been plotted for the three lenses (Fig. 3).

Note that all near-field characteristics presented in this paper
are normalized by the amplitude of the incident plane wave (for
the IE results) or by a “best-fit” coefficient (for the GO/PO re-
sults). For convenience, the corresponding values of the nor-
malized geometrical parameters of all three lenses are given in
Table I.

As one can see, internal reflections play significant role in the
behavior of small-size hemielliptic dielectric lenses. Although
accounting for multiple reflections enables one to obtain the
near-field maps that visually resemble the exact MBIE ones,
GO/PO is not capable of describing the electromagnetic be-
havior in full manner, especially for the lenses made of the
high-index materials and/or near the rear focus of the lens.

Fig. 3. Field intensity maps inside the hemielliptic lenses computed by (a)
MBIE and (b) GO/PO algorithms. The coordinate axes are scaled in � . The
flat bottom of each lens is about 3 � � in width (ka = 10) and cut through
the rear GO focus. The incident field is the E-polarized plane wave under sym-
metrical incidence ( = 0 ). The lens contour is represented by the white line.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE LENSES

To study fine details of the field in the focal domain, we
plotted the normalized field intensities along the lens flat
bottoms (Figs. 4–6). Here, the left and the right sides of the plots
correspond to the - and -polarizations, respectively.

As one can see, the difference between the curves computed
by the GO/PO and the MBIE algorithms is quite significant even
for rexolite. To explain this we have also plotted the field inten-
sity along the axis of symmetry of the lens (Figs. 7–9).

Again, it is well seen that GO/PO fails to provide realistic
information about the focal spot size, location and peak field
value. Although accounting for multiple reflections improves
the performance of the algorithm outside of the focal domain,
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Fig. 4. Normalized field intensity inside the rexolite lens in the plane x = x

( = 0 ). The GO/PO curves are obtained with and w/o accounting for internal
reflections.

Fig. 5. Same as in Fig. 4, but for the quartz lens.

Fig. 6. Same as in Fig. 4, but for the silicon lens.

this cannot compensate for the inaccuracies near to either of the
ellipse foci.

B. Medium-Size Lens, Normal Incidence

The plots of the integral intensity in the virtual aperture de-
fined by (1) versus the normalized frequency for the above
discussed lenses are presented in Figs. 10–12. As one can see,
the curves obtained with GO/PO and MBIE are significantly dif-
ferent both in absolute values and in shape. The former is due
to the inaccurate description of the focal spot size in GO/PO
that results in the lower level of intensity at the apertures (see
Figs. 7–9). The latter shows inaccuracies in the description of
internal resonances that entails errors in the field intensity in the
focal region.

The periodic oscillations well observed in Figs. 10–12 for the
curves obtained by MBIE and by GO/PO-plus-multiple-reflec-
tions highlight strong involvement of the internal resonances in
the behavior of medium-size lenses even for a low permittivity
material such as rexolite. It is also well seen that for the sil-
icon lens (Fig. 12), the focusing ability is even stronger affected

Fig. 7. Intensity of the field inside the rexolite hemielliptic lens along its axis of
symmetry. The shadow regions on the left and right are bordering the area inside
the lens. The vertical dashed line indicates the location of the virtual aperture
inside the lens. The GO/PO curves are obtained with and w/o accounting for
internal reflections.

Fig. 8. Same as in Fig. 7 but for the quartz lens.

by the higher- resonances not found in rexolite and quartz.
These resonances are more pronounced in the -polarization
case, than in the -case.
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Fig. 9. Same as in Fig. 7, but for the silicon lens.

Fig. 10. Normalized integral intensity in the virtual aperture located inside rex-
olite hemielliptic lens (x = x ,  = 0 ). The curves for GO/PO are obtained
with and w/o accounting for the multiple internal reflections. The lens flat-side
size varies between 2:8 � � and 4� � .

The near field for one of such resonances, computed with
MBIE algorithm, is presented in Fig. 13.

Comparison of this pattern with the one presented in Fig. 3
(left-bottom one) shows that these resonances are of the same

Fig. 11. Same as in Fig. 10, but for quartz lenses.

Fig. 12. Same as in Fig. 10, but for silicon lenses.

family and differ only by the number of field spots along a cer-
tain curved triangle (see also [17]). The distance between the
two neighboring E-type resonances in Fig. 12 is and
keeps this value for all resonances of the same family indicated
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Fig. 13. Near-field maps of the silicon lens with ka = 10:46 illuminated by a
normally incident plane E-wave: (a) MBIE and (b) GO/PO.

Fig. 14. Same as in Fig. 13, but for ka = 11:06.

by the letter A. The other resonances observed in Fig. 12 are in-
dicated as B-type and belong to another family having different
periodicity of spikes . The near-field map for one of
the B-type resonances is given in Fig. 14. It is difficult to classify
this resonance based only on its map without solving the cor-
responding eigen-value problem. Nevertheless, as one can see,
the resonances of both types dramatically affect the lens perfor-
mance and cannot be accurately predicted by using GO/PO.

In order to validate the GO/PO performance for the lenses of
larger electrical sizes, we have plotted the integral intensity in
the virtual aperture for a rexolite lens with the flat bottom size
up to (Fig. 15). As one can see, for the larger lenses,
the resonances start playing less important role due to smaller
values of resonance spikes and integral intensity in the aperture,
which grow proportionally to the lens size. A lower level of in-
tensity and larger amplitudes of the resonant spikes observed for
the -polarization can be explained by the fact that the Fresnel
formulas for the reflection and transmission coefficients at the
air/dielectric interface suggest that it is less penetrable for the

-polarized waves than for the -ones.

C. Oblique Incidence

Analyzing the curves for the normalized field intensity along
the lens flat bottom for oblique incidence (Figs. 16–18), one
can see that GO/PO, in most cases, is capable of predicting the
location of the focal spot center.

However, it does not provide reliable information about the
focal domain size and shape and on the side-spots level. Ac-
counting for the multiple internal reflections improves the ac-

Fig. 15. Normalized integral intensity in the virtual aperture inside the rexolite
lens as shown in Fig. 1 versus normalized frequency. GO/PO curves are obtained
with and w/o accounting for the internal reflections.

curacy of GO/PO algorithm as to the main focal spot size and
shape description however it does not improve the accuracy of
side-spot description; moreover, in some cases it works in op-
posite way [see Fig. 16(b)].

IV. CONCLUSION

Two numerical algorithms based on the GO/PO and MBIE
techniques have been implemented and applied to the in-depth
analysis of the near fields inside the small-to-medium size
hemielliptic homogeneous dielectric lenses illuminated by the

- and -polarized plane waves. The algorithm based on
MBIEs provides controllable accuracy for arbitrary set of lens
parameters and has been used as a reference solution. We have
paid special attention to the resonance phenomena in hemiel-
liptic lenses. Different types of internal resonances excited
within the lens have been demonstrated and their influence
on the lens focusing ability has been studied for the rexolite,
quartz and silicon lenses.

Our analysis has revealed that inaccuracies in the GO/PO al-
gorithm as to the internal resonance simulation cannot be easily
compensated by the accounting for the multiple reflections.
These inaccuracies relate to focal domain size, shape and the
level of the field intensity along the lens flat bottom. On the basis
of presented results, we do not recommend to use the GO/PO
technique for the near-field analysis of small-to-medium size
dielectric lenses in the receiving mode.

Here we would like to note that these results and conclu-
sions are not directly applicable for the transmitting mode. In
that mode, the amplitudes of equivalent currents induced in the
aperture by the reflected rays are usually much smaller than the
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Fig. 16. Normalized field intensity function inside the rexolite lens in the plane
coinciding with the aperture (x = x ). The GO/PO curves are obtained with
and w/o accounting for internal reflections.

Fig. 17. Same as in Fig. 16, but for quartz lenses.

Fig. 18. Same as in Fig. 16, but for silicon lenses.

amplitudes of the initial currents as they are proportional to the
power stored in the reflected rays. This value, for low-density
materials, does not exceed several percent [6] and thus cannot
significantly affect the lens far-field characteristics, e.g. their ra-
diation patterns. Nevertheless, one has to be aware that for the
higher-index materials such as silicon, high- resonances can
spoil the accuracy of analysis in the same manner as in the re-
ceiving mode. The validation of the GO/PO accuracy for the
transmitting mode will be studied in a forthcoming paper.
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